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ABSTRACT

Objective: The study sought to describe the literature related to the development of methods for auditing the

Unified Medical Language System (UMLS), with particular attention to identifying errors and inconsistencies of

attributes of the concepts in the UMLS Metathesaurus.

Materials and Methods: We applied the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-

Analyses) approach by searching the MEDLINE database and Google Scholar for studies referencing the UMLS

and any of several terms related to auditing, error detection, and quality assurance. A qualitative analysis and

summarization of articles that met inclusion criteria were performed.

Results: Eighty-three studies were reviewed in detail. We first categorized techniques based on various aspects

including concepts, concept names, and synonymy (n¼37), semantic type assignments (n¼36), hierarchical

relationships (n¼24), lateral relationships (n¼12), ontology enrichment (n¼8), and ontology alignment

(n¼18). We also categorized the methods according to their level of automation (ie, automated systematic, au-

tomated heuristic, or manual) and the type of knowledge used (ie, intrinsic or extrinsic knowledge).

Conclusions: This study is a comprehensive review of the published methods for auditing the various concep-

tual aspects of the UMLS. Categorizing the auditing techniques according to the various aspects will enable the

curators of the UMLS as well as researchers comprehensive easy access to this wealth of knowledge (eg, for

auditing lateral relationships in the UMLS). We also reviewed ontology enrichment and alignment techniques

due to their critical use of and impact on the UMLS.
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INTRODUCTION

The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS)1–6 is a unique sys-

tem designed by the National Library of Medicine (NLM), spear-

headed by Donald Lindberg, Betsy Humphreys, and Alexa McCray,

to integrate a large collection of biomedical terminology and ontol-

ogy sources (currently 213 [https://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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sourcereleasedocs/index.html]) into a Metathesaurus. In the UMLS,

synonymous terms from multiple sources are mapped to the same

UMLS concept; each concept is classified as belonging to 1 or more

of 127 semantic types (STs), taken from the UMLS Semantic Net-

work (SN).7–9 The SN also includes 54 semantic relations (SRs) that

indicate potential relationships among concepts based on their STs

(counts taken from file SRDEF, archived at https://semanticnet-

work.nlm.nih.gov/download/sn_current.tgz).

Integrating 213 biomedical sources of various models and nam-

ing standards poses difficulties; errors and inconsistencies are inevi-

table.10 Starting with Cimino,11 many researchers have designed

techniques for “auditing the UMLS” (ie, finding and categorizing

errors and inconsistencies of the UMLS). The purpose of this article

is to review and categorize these various auditing techniques, also

known as quality assurance (QA) techniques, to summarize the

wealth of experience applied to this task.

A general UMLS users study by Chen et al12 reported concerns

about errors in UMLS concepts, particularly with hierarchical rela-

tionships. A special issue of the Journal of Biomedical Informatics

on methods for auditing biomedical terminologies13 contained a re-

view article14 in which 51 of the cited articles described work in-

volving the UMLS. This was more than for any single terminology,

demonstrating the importance researchers attribute to the UMLS.

This importance stems from the unique design of the UMLS, which

enabled the rich body of research reviewed in this survey. Further-

more, it opened the possibility of comparing and contrasting multi-

ple UMLS source terminologies. In that article, Zhu et al14 described

articles according to several dimensions, including quality factors,

knowledge source, automation level, and aspects of terminology

content. Amith et al15 presented a review article of general ontology

evaluation techniques, which is not a systematic review. In addition,

some approaches that are appropriate for evaluating single ontolo-

gies, for example, “compare the target ontology to a ‘gold stand-

ard,’”16 as outlined in Amith et al,15 are at best only partially

applicable to the UMLS due to its unique content (ie, integration of

many source vocabularies) and unique purpose of serving as multi-

purpose middleware for a wide range of different applications and

systems. It has 10 UMLS references but only few are discussed.17–26

In contrast to Zhu et al,14 this article considers auditing of just

the UMLS and is restricted to methods for identifying errors and

inconsistencies in the various aspects of the Metathesaurus concepts.

We include alignment and topological pattern enhancements of the

UMLS sources due to the intensive use of the UMLS as a matching

intermediary. Furthermore, enhancements to the UMLS sources

have an indirect impact on future releases of the UMLS. To limit the

scope of this review, we did not consider refinements, extensions,

partitions and summarization of the SN, which were reviewed by

Zhu et al.14 Out of the 51 UMLS references in Zhu et al,14 only

2311,27–48 conformed to the strict interpretation of “auditing the

UMLS” used in this review. Table 1 provides the criteria used for in-

clusion and exclusion of articles considered in this review.

Our study concentrates on the methodology of the auditing tech-

niques. Furthermore, our review categorizes studies differently from

Zhu et al,14 in which the major categorization is by quality factors

and levels of automation. In this review, the 83 studies are catego-

rized according to audited aspects of the concepts, which provides

a clear and comprehensive picture of methodologies for UMLS

auditing.

We classify techniques based on particular concept characteris-

tics: names, synonyms, ST assignments, hierarchical (IS-A) relation-

ships, and lateral relationships. Figure 1 shows the UMLS interface

for the concept Bipolar Disorder illustrating the various aspects. For

each article, we provide a brief description of its technique(s), identi-

fying the audited aspect(s), the degree of manual versus automated

approach, and the source of knowledge used to support the tech-

nique. Results appear in the Supplementary Appendix.

Table 1. Selection criteria for article inclusions

Type Criteria Rationale

Inclusion criteria Methods for finding errors or inconsistencies

of aspects of UMLS concepts

Errors and inconsistencies of concept names, synonyms, ST

assignments, hierarchical (IS-A) relationships, and lateral relationships.

UMLS auditing tools, surveys, and auditors’

performance

Owing to their relevance for the auditing process.

Auditing observed during the integration of

sources into the UMLS

Limiting the review to this side effect of the integration.

Topological patterns techniques and align-

ment techniques for enhancement of the

UMLS sources

Owing to their major use of the UMLS although their purpose is to

enhance UMLS sources; The enhancement will indirectly be leading to mod-

ifications of the UMLS. In addition, identifying missing synonyms for

UMLS concepts is another byproduct of these techniques.

Exclusion criteria Coverage of the UMLS Assessing the coverage of the UMLS concepts is not relevant to QA.

Applications of the UMLS Applications of the UMLS such as information retrieval or natural language

processing are not relevant to QA.

Auditing of sources of the UMLS Auditing the sources is not relevant to UMLS QA.

Integration of sources into the UMLS Integration of the sources into the UMLS is not relevant if no auditing of the

UMLS is observed.

Refinements, extensions, or summarization

networks of the UMLS SN

Refinement, extension, partition, and summarization of the UMLS SN are not

focused on QA of UMLS concepts.

Not related to UMLS (eg, UML) Some articles that are irrelevant to the UMLS were retrieved by PubMed

search (eg, Unified Modeling Language).

General UMLS article not relevant to QA Some general UMLS development articles were retrieved by PubMed search.

Not an article Conference abstracts are excluded.

QA: quality assurance; SN: Semantic Network; ST: semantic type; UML: Unified Modeling Language; UMLS: Unified Medical Language System
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Identifying the references
To identify relevant articles, we followed the Institute of Medicine’s

standards for systematic review and PRISMA (Preferred Reporting

Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses).49 Our process

consisted of 4 steps: (1) identifying relevant keywords; (2) formulat-

ing the search query to identify relevant articles from PubMed and

Google Scholar; (3) screening titles based on predefined inclusion

and exclusion criteria; and (4) reviewing abstracts and full texts to

exclude irrelevant articles and code for reasons. For details on the

processing of the steps see Figure 2 and the Supplementary

Appendix.

Errors in the UMLS
Errors may occur with every aspect of a concept in the Metathesau-

rus. We distinguish between 2 kinds of errors. The first is errors that

are imported to the UMLS from source terminologies. Sometimes

these errors are invisible within the source terminology and are ex-

posed in the UMLS as part of an illegal structure (eg, a cycle of IS-A

relationships).

The second kind of errors are “made in the UMLS.” One exam-

ple is the ST assignment. This is a unique feature of the UMLS, in

which editors assign STs to concepts. Another example is the identi-

fication of concepts from different terminologies. In the process of

integrating a source into the UMLS (eg, Systematized Nomenclature

of Medicine [SNOMED]50 or Gene Ontology [GO])51 editors must

establish new concepts that do not yet appear in the Metathesaurus.

When this concept appears later in another terminology with the

same name, it is associated with the same concept. If this concept

appears in another terminology with a different name, it is assigned

as a synonym for this concept. However, those decisions are not al-

ways simple. Different terminologies have various naming conven-

tions. There are also cases of homonyms, in which different

Figure 1. The Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) Metathesaurus Browser user interface, displaying information for the concept Bipolar Disorder: The inter-

face shows the focus concept Bipolar Disorder at the top of the right box, followed by the semantic type of the concept and 83 synonyms from different sources (out

of which only 36 fit on the screen). Relationships (including hierarchical, lateral, and qualifiers) between Bipolar Disorders and 1691 (not necessarily different) target

concepts are listed below the synonyms (shown to the right of synonyms in this figure), showing the relation, relationship attribute, source terminology, the term

name in the source terminology, and the concept unique identifier (CUI) for each related concept. For example, Mood Disorders appears 6 times, each mapped to

the same CUI, because this relationship is found in 6 source terminologies. The screenshot was taken on January 31, 2020, using UMLS version 2019AB.
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terminologies use the same name with varying semantics. Terminol-

ogies sometimes have conflicting views about which of 2 concepts is

more specific. Thus, UMLS editors sometimes erroneously multiply

singular concepts or unify multiple concepts. Such errors can also

cause cycles in the UMLS.

Auditors of the UMLS should identify whether the error is made

in the UMLS and should be reported to the NLM, or whether the er-

ror is in one source terminology and should be reported to its cura-

tors. When the error is corrected in the source terminology, it will

disappear from the next release of the UMLS.

An interesting phenomenon is that sometimes several errors

come together for 1 or several similar concepts. For example, an au-

ditor looking for an explanation for a missing lateral relationship

may discover a wrong or missing IS-A relationship. Hence, detecting

1 error may propagate the detection of more errors that would oth-

erwise be hidden.

Categorization of the articles
We first categorized and discussed the 83 included articles based on

the aspects that they focus on (1) concepts, concept names, and syn-

onyms; (2) semantic type assignments; (3) hierarchical (IS-A) rela-

tionships; (4) lateral relationships; (5) topological pattern–based

ontology enrichment; and (6) ontology alignment. Then we coded

the automation level (ie, automated systematic, automated heuristic,

or manual) and knowledge source of the techniques (ie, intrinsic

knowledge, extrinsic knowledge, or combined intrinsic and extrinsic

knowledge), based on the definitions of the characteristics (shown in

Table 2) following Zhu et al.14

Categorizing the articles according to these aspects allows us to

combine the description of similar studies and present in our review

the progress of the research ideas underlying them (see Discussion).

The descriptions are succinct and focus on the essence of the techni-

ques used, rather than the results, in order to cover a large number

of studies in a limited space. The auditing results appear in the Sup-

plementary Table 1.

RESULTS

Auditing techniques for the various aspect categories
Concepts, concept names, and synonyms

Synonym detection serves as a critical check on preventing the crea-

tion of redundant concepts when the UMLS intakes updates from

source terminologies. Redundant (synonymous) concepts were

detected lexically by Cimino,11,27 by looking for pairs of concept

names with the same words in a different order or with different

punctuation. Those comparisons were expanded by identifying in-

terchangeable keyword synonyms. Hole and Srinivasan28 intro-

duced several heuristics used by the NLM to boost the sensitivity:

lexical tweaks (eg, trimming space or punctuation), synonymous

word swaps (eg, “renal” vs “kidney”), and enhanced matching

through synonymous token discovery (originally credited to R.A.

Miller). Huang et al29 further expanded the third heuristic into a

Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow chart for identifying the articles to be included in this review.
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formal algorithm (GSMake). The assumption is that nonoverlapping

word(s) from 2 overlapping synonyms of the same concept unique

identifier (CUI) may be collected as interchangeable components to

facilitate sensitive matching. As an extension, Huang et al30

substituted the GSMake for WordNet synsets in generating the alter-

native match terms. They came up with ancillary heuristics to con-

trol the exploding variants by the maximum number of allowed

word swaps per term and the maximum length of a term being proc-

essed. Huang et al52 applied these culminated methods to audit du-

plicate concepts that had been incorporated from the SNOMED

Clinical Terms (CT) into the UMLS.

Bodenreider and McCray53 and McCray et al54 aggregated the

STs into 15 semantic groups. Erdogan et al55,56 discovered missing

concepts by identifying concepts that hierarchically belonged to 2 in-

consistent semantic groups and yet had no ancestors carrying such

inconsistency. They implemented an answer set programming

method to enhance efficiency. They found that an additional con-

cept sharing synonym at the inconsistent spot must be created to un-

tangle the 2 semantic lineages, a common type of error.

The coverage of UMLS genomic and proteomic concepts and

relationships is compared with terms from GO and LocusLink.31

The relationships are well-represented but the coverage of fine-

grained concepts is limited (year of study: 2002). Disambiguation of

ambiguous terms is recommended with a systematic polysemy focus

using context rather than integrating gene and gene product names.

Liu et al57 performed a systematic analysis of abbreviations in the

UMLS synonyms. The prevalent ambiguity (1 abbreviation shared by

multiple CUIs) was not necessarily a quality indicator, but the evalua-

tion of abbreviation used in clinical text could be viewed as a bench-

mark of lexical completeness for representing the medical domain.

Merrill58 applied a formal semantic analysis to clarify fundamen-

tal notions underlying the UMLS: atom, term, and concept. He pro-

posed an approach based on “synonymy-based Metathesaurus

models,” with theoretical principles for maintaining the UMLS se-

mantic integrity.

Semantic type assignment

The UMLS consists of 2 levels: the Metathesaurus and the SN of

127 STs.59,60 Each Metathesaurus concept is assigned 1 or more

STs. In Geller et al39 and Gu et al,40,41 as an outgrowth of the devel-

opment of an object-oriented database version of the UMLS, Gu

et al40,41 introduced the Refined SN (RSN) Abstraction Network,61

in which each concept is assigned only 1 Refined ST (RST). The in-

tersection of multiple STs is described by an Intersection ST (IST).

Concepts assigned ISTs are more complex, with multiple semantics

and a higher probability of errors. For example, Cimino11 found

concepts assigned to mutually exclusive STs to be contradictions.

Figure 3 illustrates an IST and the mapping between the 2 levels of

the UMLS.

Consider an IST A\B such that A is an ancestor of B in SN.

According to the specificity rule,60 the assignment of A is redundant

and the concepts should be assigned only B. Peng et al46 designed an al-

gorithm to find and remove all redundant ST assignments, which was

implemented by Srinivasan of UMLS and is used in the UMLS produc-

tion (YP personal communication with Suresh Srinivasan in 2005).

Cimino11,27 used multiple ST assignments to identify potentially

ambiguous UMLS “concepts” with multiple meanings. ST assign-

ments were also used to identify inconsistent hierarchical relation-

ships where a type assigned to a child concept was neither identical

to, nor a descendant of any of the types assigned to its parent. In 2

versions of the UMLS, inconsistent classifications were detected.

Cimino et al42 refined the use of ST assignments to detect and clas-

sify errors in hierarchical relationships, finding concept pairs with

inconsistent classification.

Gu et al43,44,62 showed that uncommonly modeled small IST

concepts had higher error rates than larger ones did. ST assignment

errors were found in Gu et al.44 For example, Scotch Tape Mount, a

laboratory procedure for detecting pinworms, was assigned to Bac-

terium and Laboratory Procedure. A broader study of all 232 such

concepts62 by 4 domain experts showed that multiple auditors are

required to achieve reliability in auditing complex IST concepts.

They experimented auditing with the Neighborhood Auditing tool

(NAT) (Figure 4).63 A study found it more effective than the UMLS

browser (Figure 1). Ochs et al65 extended the NAT for a

relationship-centric browsing and auditing tool.

The cohesive meta-schema66,67 is a partition of the STs of SN

into the Meta Semantic Types (MST). In auditing concepts of small

pure MSTs,45 a higher error rate is found because concepts in the in-

tersection of different MSTs are more likely to have errors. Mougin

et al18 analyzed concepts with multiple semantic groups in the

UMLS. Categorization inconsistency between parent and child con-

cepts is an indicator of categorization error.

Chen et al37,68 considered group auditing by expanding RST ex-

tent (the set of concepts assigned a RST). For each RST, an envelope

of parents and children of extent concepts is defined. The expansion

algorithm iteratively suggests concepts for review by a domain ex-

pert. Analyzing the results, Chen et al69 reported on additional con-

cepts missing ST that were not found because some concepts are

assigned ST Classification, which blocks the expansion. A revised al-

Table 2. Definitions of the characteristics of the auditing techniques

Characteristics of

the auditing technique Types Definitions

Automation level Automated systematic Automated systematic methods are implemented as rule-checking programs or algorithms that can

automatically identify potential errors and inconsistencies in the terminology.

Automated heuristic Automated heuristic methods are based on rules that make inferences about terminology content

and seek to identify those inferences to find likely errors and inconsistencies in the terminology.

Manual Manual review relies on a terminology reviewer (often a domain expert) to manually audit a certain

aspect(s) of a terminology, with or without the support of a computerized user interface.

Knowledge source Intrinsic knowledge Intrinsic knowledge is the information derived from the classification scheme, hierarchy, relation-

ships, or other attributes present within the terminology itself.

Extrinsic knowledge Extrinsic knowledge is derived from an outside source, such as other terminologies or human expert

knowledge.
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gorithm overcoming the blockage was applied to the ST Experimen-

tal Model of Disease and found many extra concepts.

Geller et al70 introduced 2 structural inconsistency patterns of

the dual hierarchical relationships of 2 UMLS concepts and their

STs: ST inversion (ie, ST assigned to child concept is more general

than ST assigned to parent concept) and lack of ancestry. The for-

mer is a better indicator of errors than the latter. Wei et al19 evalu-

ated ST assignment consistency in the UMLS using SNOMED CT

Specimen concepts. Overlapping concepts in intersections of seman-

tic uniformity groups, defined by concepts’ structural features, are

strong indicators of inconsistency. Gu et al20 partitioned a

SNOMED CT hierarchy into disjoint semantic uniformity groups

based on concepts’ STs in the UMLS. Concepts in small groups are

more likely to have ST assignment errors. Gu et al71 detected ST as-

signment errors for UMLS concepts if their STs are inconsistent with

the mapped STs of their SNOMED CT semantic tags. Mejino and

Rosse72 illustrated that inconsistent ST assignments of anatomical

concepts in UMLS can be reconciled following the principles of the

Digital Anatomist73 and Foundational Model of Anatomy.74

Chen et al47 modified RSN to model chemical concepts with

multiple “Chemical Viewed Structurally” STs, identifying concepts

with an invalid combination of STs and with incorrect ST assign-

ments. Morrey et al75 resolved redundant ST assignments for chemi-

cal composites with multiple STs based on the relative sizes of

components in the molecular structure of a composite. A Chemical

Specialty Semantic Network76 was developed to provide a better

categorization of chemical concepts in the UMLS. Rare STs in

Chemical Specialty Semantic Network highlight errors.

Fan et al77,78 proposed a corpus-driven approach to auditing ST

assignments. A huge set of >14 million MetaMap-processed

PubMed abstracts was used to identify CUIs and their shallow-

parsed contextual features. After CUI-to-ST grouping, a distribu-

tional classifier was trained for reclassifying CUIs into more appro-

priate semantic categories. Fan et al48,79,80 added a text classifier

using the CUI lexical synonyms and found it complementary to the

earlier context-based classifier.

He et al81 addressed auditing ST assignments for the 10 STs in

the top levels of SN. By the specificity rule,60 a concept is assigned

the most specific ST possible. Hence, top STs should be assigned

only to a few general or abstract concepts. Reviewers found that 2-

thirds of these concepts have too general incorrect ST assignments.

UMLS editors should avoid “erring up” in assigning top STs.

He et al21 monitored the longitudinal changes in ST assignments

via the lens of the RSN.61 They showed that many intersections that

were removed from RSN due to error reports reappear due to the

categorization of new concepts to nonsensical or forbidden ST com-

binations. To cope with this problem, Geller et al22 created a rule-

based system for the UMLS editors to test whether any combination

of up to 5 STs is allowed, forbidden, or questionable.

Hierarchical (IS-A) relationships

Hierarchical relationships constitute the backbone of a terminology

enabling inheritance of lateral relationships and enable efficient use

of a whole class of concepts (eg, Myocardial Infarction and all its

descendants) for information retrieval, data mining, etc. Researchers

pay special attention to auditing the hierarchical relationships of the

UMLS. In a terminology, a cycle of hierarchical relationships is for-

bidden. In the UMLS, such cycles indicate errors in or inconsisten-

cies between sources. Detection and resolution of cycles between 2

and among 3 UMLS concepts are discussed by Bodenreider,32 Mou-

gin and Bodenreider,33 and Halper et al64 respectively. Pisanelli et

al82 detected redundancies, cycles, and misuse of hierarchical rela-

tionships by an ontological analysis of the Metathesaurus.

Figure 3. The 2 levels of the Unified Medical Language System. In the Semantic Network (SN) level, we have the semantic types Neoplastic Process

(NP), Experimental Model of Disease (EMD), and the intersection semantic type (IST) NP\EMD between them. The Metathesaurus level shows concepts assigned

the intersection semantic type and the 2 pure semantic types, colored to correspond to the colors of their assigned semantic type. For example, the

concept Neoplasms, Experimental (as suggested by its name) is assigned both STs.

1630 Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, 2020, Vol. 27, No. 10



Figure 4. The Neighborhood Auditing Tool (NAT) interface and corresponding “neighborhood” network: (A) A screenshot of the NAT tool for the concept Bipolar

Disorder (as in Figure 1 for the Unified Medical Language System [UMLS] interface): the focus concept is shown in the central box. The parents and grandparents

in the top box (with indentation), and children (and grandchildren [not displayed]) in the bottom box. The synonyms are to the left and relationships (or siblings)

are to the right. The semantic type for each concept in the screen is in blue, the UMLS sources in green, and the concept unique identifier in red. The number of

concepts in each box overflows its capacity and the box is scrollable. This screenshot from 2011 is interesting because it is rich enough to display a forbidden cy-

cle of 3 concepts.64 Mood Disorders as the top child, ! Bipolar Disorders as the focus concept, ! Affective Disorders, Psychotic as a second parent (third line

from the bottom),!Mood Disorder as the sixth grandparent, closing a cycle of 3 concepts. This error was reported to the UMLS team and this cycle does not ex-

ist in the UMLS 2019 AB version of Bipolar Disorder (Figure 1). (B) Excerpt of the neighborhood for Bipolar Disorder: the highlighted boxes in yellow shows the

cycle of 3 concepts. The light blue rectangles correspond to the various windows in panel (A).

Journal of the American Medical Informatics Association, 2020, Vol. 27, No. 10 1631



Bodenreider34 examined redundancy and semantic consistency in

hierarchical relationships in UMLS sources by indexing hierarchical

paths between 2 concepts. A weak link is found between redundancy

and semantic consistency. Semantic inconsistency in redundant

hierarchical relationships indicates potential miscategorization. Xing

et al83 developed a tool (FEDRR) to detect redundant hierarchical

relationships in source vocabularies, in linear time, using UMLS files.

The overall completeness, consistency, and usability of the UMLS are

evaluated by Bodenreider et al35 using a multiaxial coding system

(MAOUSSC). They note inconsistency in hierarchical relationships

and a paucity of lateral relationships (year of study: 1998).

Bodenreider et al36 further examined the occurrence of noun

phrase modifiers for concepts to assess the consistency of biomedical

terminologies. The study compared disease and procedure terms in

SNOMED to the UMLS. They counted the frequency of modifier

pairs (eg, acute and chronic, primary and secondary) in the noun

phrases and noted the lack of certain terms and relationships. An-

other method, COHeRE (Cross-Ontology Hierarchical Relation Ex-

amination)84 detects inconsistencies and possible errors in

hierarchical relationships across UMLS sources. COHeRE leverages

the UMLS knowledge sources and the MapReduce cloud computing

technique for systematic, large-scale ontology QA. Research indi-

cates the majority of inconsistent relationships exist in the sources

rather than being introduced in the UMLS integration process.

An algorithm to identify missing IS-A relationships from con-

cepts of an extent of a RST is described by Chen et al.85 The extent

of each RST is divided into singly rooted components. The recursive

algorithm suggests for an editor to check missing IS-A relationships

from the roots of small components to concepts of large compo-

nents.

Gu et al26 examined conflicting hierarchical relationships, redun-

dant hierarchical relationships, mixed hierarchical and lateral rela-

tionships, and multiple lateral relationships in the UMLS. They

investigated whether multiple relationships between 2 concepts are

from the same source terminologies.

Lateral relationships

It is important to audit lateral relationships because they bear the

nonhierarchical semantic connections between concepts. For certain

concepts, it is impossible to reduce the ambiguity of relationships

but possible to limit ambiguity by suggesting other relationship

types. Mary et al86 proposed to extend the relationships with several

relationships defined between semantic types in SN, which may im-

prove web searches. Other researchers17 focused on auditing con-

cepts associated with multiple relationships that differ in granularity

or are contradictory, heterogeneous, or homogeneous.

A semantic method was proposed87 for auditing lateral relation-

ships by transforming them into a relationship signature and map-

ping signatures from the Metathesaurus to the SN. Vizenor et al87

argued that the semantics of lateral relationships need to be more

explicitly defined by ontology developers and extend the SN.

Schulz and Hahn38 created a terminological knowledge base us-

ing the Metathesaurus. They extracted anatomy and pathology con-

cepts from the Metathesaurus and map them in a semi-automated

way to a representation model that emphasizes part-whole reason-

ing. The process reveals inconsistencies in lateral relationships.

Topological pattern–based ontology enrichment
He et al23 introduced a topological pattern–based ontology enrich-

ment method for source ontologies in the UMLS. Topological pat-

terns are derived from the UMLS based on the IS-A links between

identical pairs of concepts from 2 ontologies. An m:n pattern has

m(n) IS-A links in the first (second) ontology. The intermediate con-

cepts are candidates to enrich a source ontology pending the review

of domain experts. This method can also help audit the UMLS by

detecting missing synonyms or erroneous classifications. The 2:2,

k:1, 1:k, and m:n patterns were considered to enrich SNOMED

CT.23,24 In other studies, NCI Thesaurus (NCIt) was enriched.25,88

Additionally, a mathematical formula was used to compute the

number of potential placements of new concepts in a target ontol-

ogy.89 The formula was extended to the cases where cross-ontology

synonyms are possible.90 These methods leveraged the vertical den-

sity differences between 2 ontologies. Keloth et al91 considered the

horizontal density differences (number of siblings) in 2 ontologies.

In most cases, the differences in sets of siblings are due to alternative

classifications by ontology designers, not enabling enrichment.

Keloth et al92 also used a mathematical criterion for likely cases of

alternative classification to reduce human efforts for finding poten-

tial cases. They designed randomized controlled trials to compare

the recommendations, with the decisions of a human expert.

Ontology alignment
Alignment techniques serve to investigate the equivalence between

concepts based on various kinds of mapping across ontologies. The

mappings are based on similar concept names, definitions, and

relationships. Bodenreider and Burgun10 applied 2 methods based

on lexical and conceptual similarity for node alignment of the SN

with the UMLS Metathesaurus. Vizenor et al93 aligned the Metathe-

saurus relationships with SN relationships. One of the main applica-

tions enabled by these alignment strategies is auditing the

consistency between the SN and the Metathesaurus. A limited re-

view uncovered wrong and missing occurrences in both ST assign-

ments and hierarchical relationships. Schulz et al94 provided

methods and assessed the alignment of UMLS SN with BioTop95,96

and identified inconsistent multiple ST combinations.

Several studies have used UMLS synonymy to identify anchor

concepts for point-to-point mappings across ontologies, such as

NCIt, Adult Mouse Anatomical Dictionary,97 MeSH,98 ATC,99

Foundational Model of Anatomy,74 and GALEN,100 which could

not be found by lexical similarity and conceptual similarity.101–107

When the inconsistencies uncovered in these studies of the different

ontologies are corrected, they are indirectly updated in the new

UMLS release. The results of the different alignment methods for an-

atomical ontologies were also compared and analyzed108–110 along

with the challenges of the alignment process.111

Furthermore, ontology alignment and auditing have been facili-

tated by automated approaches, including logic-based and string

similarity-based approaches. Jimenez-Ruiz et al112–114 described a

mapping among NCIt, Foundational Model of Anatomy, and

SNOMED CT utilizing UMLS as alignments reference. A logic-

based semantics technique was illustrated to effectively detect errors

in the UMLS, utilizing the conservativity, consistency and locality

principles. To enhance source-integration and auditing, a SPED

(Shortest Path Edit Distance) algorithm was proposed as a string

similarity measure for UMLS terms.115

Summary of study properties
Table 3 depicts the categorization data of the reviewed articles. For

each technique, we recorded the level of automation and the kind of

knowledge source, 2 critical issues for applying the technique. This
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3-dimensional table groups together studies with similar qualities,

for example, those which report on auditing hierarchical relation-

ships using automatic systematic techniques or which use only in-

trinsic knowledge. However, finding the automation level or

knowledge type of a given article requires a search for its reference

in some entries. Thus, Table 4 lists the qualities of each article. In

Supplementary Table 1, we report on the auditing results for the

articles. Figure 5 shows the distribution of articles of different cate-

gories over time.

DISCUSSION

Terminology developers variably follow desirable characteristics for

terminology models.117 Errors and inconsistencies are therefore

expected when integrating terminologies into the UMLS. The 83

reviewed studies demonstrate the special role UMLS plays in the

field of QA of terminologies.13,116,118

We have given a short description of the QA techniques in each

of the 83 surveyed articles in order to describe the various available

techniques in a single place. Classifying the techniques according

to the aspects of a UMLS concept will enable practitioners like

UMLS curators in the NLM and researchers to learn from previ-

ously developed techniques, say for QA of synonyms or hierarchical

relationships.

From Table 3, we observe:

1. Most studies (n ¼ 55) combine the use of intrinsic and extrinsic

knowledge (IEK) sources.

2. Most studies (n ¼ 56) use automated heuristic (AH) techniques.

Some studies (n ¼ 26) are automated systematic (AS), and very

few (n ¼ 3) are purely manual (MN), while 46 are both AH and

IEK.

3. The 2 most common aspects are concepts, concept names, and

synonyms (n ¼ 37) and ST assignments (n ¼ 36).

As much as researchers try to develop automatic techniques,

there is typically a need for a domain expert review of the results.

This is not surprising since QA is as complicated as terminology

modeling, which is not automatic. Only specific errors, which are

detectable by logical rules, can be totally automated (eg, redundancy

in ST assignment, hierarchical, and lateral relationships).

That the 2 most investigated aspects are concepts, concept

names, synonyms and ST assignments, which may be because they

are the most important features of the UMLS and are widely used

for various downstream applications including natural language

processing, data mining, information retrieval, mapping from local

terminologies, creation of clinical data warehouses, etc. In addition,

errors in these aspects can be corrected in the UMLS itself, as

explained in Introduction. The techniques concentrated on ST as-

signment utilize the mapping from the Metathesaurus to the SN,

which is an Abstraction Network designed independently for the

UMLS to capture the semantics of concepts,61 in contrast to Ab-

straction Networks which are derived from a terminology.119–121

Thus, the mapping of concepts to STs provides a reality check on

the mapping of terms to concepts. In particular, several studies dem-

onstrate that concepts assigned to multiple STs are susceptible to

errors due to their semantic complexity. Designers of terminologies

could mimic the UMLS in creating an a priori Abstraction Network

for a terminology rather than an a posteriori Abstraction Network

as has been done previously.61 Learning from the UMLS experience,

such networks can help with terminology QA. Finally, an error in

the ST assignment might indicate confusion or ambiguity about the

semantics of a concept which may be manifested in the existence of

other errors.

This is only one way that the unique design of the UMLS opened

research opportunities in the field of auditing biomedical terminolo-

gies. As a compendium knowledge base that integrates multiple ter-

minologies, UMLS opens the possibility of comparing and

contrasting multiple terminologies. This quality was exploited in the

research on alignments of terminologies and topological-based on-

tology enrichment.

In the Materials and Methods section, we described how some

kinds of errors occur in the UMLS. Errors migrating to the UMLS

from source terminologies can be detected by the context in which

the modeling of several terminologies is contrasted. These errors

were not detected in the context of their own terminologies. But

even errors made in the UMLS, like erroneously matching concepts

from different terminologies to the same UMLS concept, provide

valuable feedback on semantic issues and improper naming to the

source terminologies curators.

Figure 5 shows a constant flow of approximately 3 articles a

year. The peaks in 2007 and 2009 show the impact funding can

have on this niche research area. In some subjects one can trace re-

search progress along a particular approach. For example, auditing

IS-A cycles of length 2 started with Bodenreider32 and continued

with Mougin and Boudenreider,33 and extended for length 3 in

Halper et al.64

Another example of longitudinal progress is found regarding

likelihood of errors in small ISTs. The early detection of errors was

a side effect.40,41 Several rigorous studies established this observa-

tion.43,44 In Gu et al,62 all small ISTs concepts were reviewed. In Gu

et al,45,71 2 refinements were presented. In Chen et al47 and Morrey

et al,75,76 special modeling was required for chemical concepts and

ISTs in which intersections are frequent. Then, in He et al,21 a longi-

tudinal study showed that, while NLM corrected reported errors,

eliminating nonsensical or forbidden ISTs (by SN use notes), those

ISTs pop up again after a year or 2. To provide a systematic solution

preventing such cases, Geller et al22 designed a system to check the

legitimacy of any IST before assigning it to concepts. This chain of

articles demonstrates a development from an accidental observation,

through studies reported to the UMLS, to the creation of a tool to

provide a systematic solution to prevent errors by editors, obtaining

better quality, and saving resources.

The topological pattern–based method started with vertical den-

sity differences between a pair of source terminologies in terms of

IS-A paths.48–50 It continued to construct different topological pat-

terns.23–25,88–90 Recently, Keloth et al.91,92 expanded to investigate

the horizontal density differences between source terminologies.

Alignment research began with specific ontologies.101–103,111

The techniques evolved from manual to automated, rule-based sys-

tems and hybrid strategies combining direct and indirect alignment

techniques,104,106 with Zhang and Bodenreider109,110 summarizing

lessons learned.

Future research
To predict future directions for auditing the Metathesaurus, we take

cues from recent trends in QA of UMLS source terminologies (eg,

SNOMED, GO, NCIt).

1. Initial efforts harness machine learning (ML) for QA of hierar-

chical (IS-A) relationships.122–125 A critical issue for ML is
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Table 3. A 3-dimensional table categorizing studies by the aspects audited, the automation level and the kind of knowledge used

Automation level

Knowledge source

Intrinsic knowledge (n ¼ 23) Extrinsic knowledge (n ¼ 5) Intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge (n ¼ 55)

Concepts, concept names, and synonyms (37 references)

Automated systematic (n ¼ 7) 63,65 30,57 31,52,115

Automated heuristic (n ¼ 29) 11,27–29,55,56 23–25,36,88–92,101–114

Manual (n ¼ 1) 58

Semantic type assignment (36 references)

Automated systematic (n ¼ 13) 11,21,27,46,63,65,70 77,78 22,48,79,80

Automated heuristic (n ¼ 21) 87 10,18–20,35,37,39–41,43–45,47,62,68,69,71,75,76,94

Manual (n ¼ 2) 81 72

Hierarchical relationships (24 references)

Automated systematic (n ¼ 13) 11,26,27,32,33,42,63,64,65,82–84 31

Automated heuristic (n ¼ 11) 17,34,38,55,56 10,35,36,85,86,93

Lateral relationships (12 references)

Automated systematic (n ¼ 5) 11,26,63,65 31

Automated heuristic (n ¼ 7) 17,38,87 35,36,86,93

Table 4. Direct access for categorization data

Ref ASPE AT KNW Ref ASPE AT KNW Ref ASPE AT KNW

10 STA

HREL

AH IEK 38 HREL

LREL

AH IK 75 STA AH IEK

11 CCNS

STA

HREL

REL

AHASASAS IK

IK

IK

IK

39 STA AH IEK 76 STA AH IEK

17 HREL

LREL

AH IK 40 STA AH IEK 77,78 STA AS EK

18 STA AH IEK 41 STA AH IEK 48,79,80 STA AS IEK
19 STA AH IEK 42 HREL AS IK 81 STA MN EK
20 STA AH IEK 43 STA AH IEK 82 HREL AS IK
21 STA AS IK 44 STA AH IEK 83 HREL AS IK
22 STA AS IEK 45 STA AH IEK 84 HREL AS IK
23 CCNS AH IEK 46 STA AS IK 85 HREL AH IEK
24 CCNS AH IEK 47 STA AH IEK 86 HRELLREL AH IEK
25 CCNS AH IEK 52 CCNS AS IEK 87 LRELSTA AH IK
26 HREL

LREL

AS IK 55,56 CCNS

HREL

AH IK 88 CCNS AH IEK

27 STA

CCNS

HREL

AS

AH

AS

IK

IK

IK

57 CCNS AS EK 89 CCNS AH IEK

28 CCNS AH IK 58 CCNS MN IEK 90 CCNS AH IEK
29 CCNS AH IK 62 STA AH IEK 91 CCNS AH IEK
30 CCNS AS EK 63 ALL AS IK 92 CCNS AH IEK
31 HREL

LREL

CCNS

AS IEK 64 HREL AS IK 93 HREL

LREL

AH IEK

32 HREL AS IK 65 ALL AS IK 94 STA AH IEK
33 HREL AS IK 68 STA AH IEK 101–107 CCNS AH IEK
34 HREL AH IK 69 STA AH IEK 108–111 CCNS AH IEK
35 HREL

LREL

STA

AH IEK 70 STA AS IK 112–114 CCNS AH IEK

36 HREL

LREL

CCNS

AH IEK 71 STA AH IEK 115 CCNS AS IEK

37 STA AH IEK 72 STA MN IEK

This table enables direct access to the categorization properties for each study.

AH: automated heuristic; AS: automated systematic; ASPE: aspect; AT: automation level; CCNS: concepts, concept names, and synonyms; EK: extrinsic knowl-

edge; HREL: hierarchical relationships; IEK: intrinsic and extrinsic knowledge; IK: intrinsic knowledge; KNW: knowledge source; LREL: lateral relationships;

MN: manual; Ref: reference; STA: semantic type assignment.
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obtaining training data, perhaps by comparing consecutive

releases of UMLS tracing error corrections.

2. The techniques we reviewed are based on one idea. In the termi-

nology QA, we observe a recent trend of hybrid techniques

combining multiple ideas. Hybrid techniques hold promise for

better performance. For example, Cui et al126 combined the

structural technique of nonlattice with the natural language

processing technique. Others combine structural and lexical

techniques.127–129 Two ML techniques mentioned previ-

ously123,125 are hybrid.

3. Scalable approaches based on distributed computing frame-

work for big data (eg, MapReduce) audit IS-A relationships in

UMLS84 and SNOMED CT.130–133

To reduce the level of human efforts involved in auditing, we ex-

pect that ML, hybrid, and big data techniques will improve the audit-

ing yield by increasing the ratio of errors found to the number of

concepts reviewed in the UMLS and reducing false positives. Improve-

ments in this area will lead to greater application of the methods.

CONCLUSION

The UMLS contains innumerable errors and inconsistencies of vary-

ing importance that originate in its component terminologies or in the

addition of its unique features. Researchers of QA techniques for the

UMLS have found creative methods to expose errors and inconsisten-

cies in this enormous problem space. This exhaustive survey of the

state of the art in UMLS auditing will assist researchers, terminology

resource developers, and advanced UMLS users to identify and adapt

existing methods that may be applicable to their own needs.
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Figure 5. Publication trend over time. The trends of the numbers of publications about Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) auditing between 1998 and

2019, stratified by different aspects of a UMLS concept. Note that an article may audit several aspects of a concept so the total may be less than the sum of all the

aspects. Overall, there are 2 surges of publications in 2007 and 2009 with 11 and 12 articles, respectively, possibly due to National Library of Medicine funding

support on UMLS quality assurance 2005-2009 and the first special issue on terminology auditing in 2009.13 Except for those 2 years, there were on average about

3 publications a year. During 2010-2012, there are still more late publications due to above funding. In the last 7 years we see a decline of interest in quality assur-

ance of the UMLS, with an average of 2.4 articles per year. For example, the second special issue on terminology auditing116 in 2018 did not include any UMLS

articles. In 2007, most articles were focused on concept names and synonyms and semantic type assignments (STAs). In 2009, most articles were about auditing

STAs, while in 2010, most articles were focused on concept names and synonyms. The numbers of articles that audited relationships were consistently low, but

there were more articles on auditing hierarchical relationships (HREL) than lateral relationships (LREL). CCNS: concepts, concept names, and synonyms.
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